Partnering with Plus
Microsoft Dynamics CRM

ABOUT PLUS

As a Microsoft Gold Managed Partner with resources both nationally
and globally, Plus Consulting has assisted clients across various
industries and demographics for nearly 20 years.
Our team of Dynamics experts are Microsoft certified and experienced
in delivering complex Microsoft Dynamics CRM solutions, often
including platform extension to ensure the solution aligns with our
clients’ specific needs. We have successfully completed over 150
Dynamics CRM projects for our clients and partners, including:
Migrations
Upgrades

New System Implementations
System Salvage Projects

With competencies across the Microsoft technology stack, we regularly
work hand-in-hand with Microsoft teams across the globe to envision,
design, and deliver solutions for clients. Numerous Plus team members
have been qualified through the Microsoft P-Seller (Partner Seller)
Program (formerly the VTSP Program), a select group chosen from
the elite in the MS partner community to deliver pre-sale activities
and resources to empower customers and help them meet their
solution and integration needs.
The Plus delivery team has partnered with Microsoft Consulting
Services (MCS), Softmart, and Endowance to help clients plan their
deployment—whether on-premises, in the cloud, or in hybrid
environments. We ensure efficient deployments through collaborative
planning built on best practices and proven methodology. We pride
ourselves on being an extension of our clients’ IT staff, providing expert
advice as on-site deployment planning specialists.

Strategy. Process. Planning.
Essential words in business,
and ones at the core of Plus
Consulting’s methodology for
nearly 20 years. Our clients
depend on us to have a deep
understanding of their
industry, their business, and
their people as an essential
part of every project. We
believe in identifying the “why”
before proposing the “how.”
The team at Plus Consulting:
Business savvy. Geek smart.
What We Do
IT Strategy
CRM Solutions
Business Intelligence
SharePoint
Infrastructure
Security
IT Talent Acquisition
& Management

Taking our commitment to delivering complete solutions a step further,
the Plus team frequently works with companies with complementary
services, including marketing automation providers like
ClickDimensions and Salesfusion.
For more information about Plus Consulting, or to inquire about
partnering with us, please contact us.

Business Savvy. Geek Smart.

plusconsulting.com | 800.340.0155

